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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS LAW

 MEANING AND DEFINITION OF BUSINESS

                                                                The Term Business may be understood as the
organized efforts of enterprises to supply consumers with goods and services and
to earn profit in the process. Business is a broad term and includes such varied
activities  as  production,  promotion,  wholesaling,  retailing,  distribution,
transportation, warehousing, financing, and insurance, consultancy, and the like.

                                                 Business is a “complex field of commerce and
industry in which goods and services are created and distributed ... in the hope of
profit within a framework of laws and regulations.” 
Business “comprises all profit seeking activities and enterprises that provide goods
and services necessary to an economic system. It is the economic pulse of a nation,
striving to increase society’s standard of living. Profits are a primary mechanism
for motivating these activities.
                                                      Business is as important as it is vast in its scope.
It is a unique institution which converts ideas into saleable products. From the time
we get  up early in  the morning till  we go to bed in the nigh the products  we
consume and the services we use are all supplied to us by business. Business offers
innumerable opportunities for us to earn money so that we can buy and enjoy the
products. We depend so much on business that except for six or seven hours we
sleep every day the remaining hours we spend for or on business. It is really shiver
to  imagine what  would happen to  us  without  business.  Indeed there  is  no life
without business.

WHAT IS LAW?
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The Word Law is a general term and has different connotations for different
people,e.g.,

 A Citizen may think of law as a set of rules which he must obey,
 A lawyer who practices law may think of law as a vocation.
 A legislator may look at law as something created by him.
 A Judge may think of law as guiding principles to be applied in making

decisions.

                          Law refers to the principles and regulations established by a
Government  and applicable  to people,  whether in the form of  legislation or  of
custom and policies recognised and enforced by judicial decision. 

                         According to BLACKSTONE “Law in its most general and
comprehensive sense signifies a rule of action and is applied indiscriminately to all
kinds of actions whether animate or in animate, rational or irrational.” 

                        Salmond defines law as the “body or principles recognised
and applied by the State in the administration of Justice’’.

                         Woodrow Wilson defines law as “that portion of the
established habit and thought of mankind which has gained distinct  and formal
recognitions in the shape of uniform of rules backed by the authority and power of
the Government.”

INDIAN CONTRACT ACT ,1872
 The law relating to contracts in India and is the key act regulating Indian

contract law. 1872
The Act deals with 

 The General Principles of the law of Contract (sec 1to 75)
 Some Special Contracts only sec(124 to 238)

THE ACT IS NOT EXHAUSTIVE

                              The Indian Contract Act does not prefers to be complete and
exhaustive code. It deals with the general principles of the law of contract and with
some special contracts only. Some of the contracts not deals with by the act are
those relating to partnership, sale of goods, Negotiable instruments ,insurance, bill
of Lading etc.There are Separate acts deals with their contracts.
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NATURE OF THE LAW OF CONTRACT.

 The law of Contract differs from other branches of law in an important 
respect.

 It does not lay down a number of rights and duties which the law will 
enforce.

  It consists rather of a number of limiting principles, subject to which the 
parties may creates rights and duties for themselves which the law will 
uphold.

 The parties to a contract, in a sense, make the law for themselves, so long as 
they do not infringe some legal prohibition, they can make what rules they 
like in respect of the subject matter of their agreement and the law will give 
effect to their decisions. 

LAW OF CONTRACT CREATES JUS-IN –PERSONAM AS 
DISTINGUISHED FROM JUS –IN- REM

JUS –IN- REM:
                               “Jus –in-Rem means a right against or in respect of a thing”
Jus ad rem is a Latin term of the civil law, meaning "a right to a thing:" that is,
a right exercisable by one person over a particular article of property in virtue 
of a contract or obligation incurred by another person in respect to it and which 
is enforceable only against or through such other person.

                    Example:     X is the owner of a plot of land. He has a right to have
quiet possession and enjoyment of that land against every member of the public.
Similarly every member of the public is under an obligation not to disturb X’s 
possession or enjoyment. The right of X is a Jus-in-Rem. 

JUS-IN –PERSONAM:
Jus- in –Personam means a rights against the world at 

large, a jus in personam is available only against particular persons.

                    Example:      A owes a certain sum of money to B.B has a right to
recover this amount from A. this right can be exercised only by B and by none else
against A .this right of B is a jus- in- personam.

CONTRACT DEFINITION:
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A Contract is an agreement made between two or 
more parties which the law will enforce.

                                                      The Indian Contract Act, 1872 defines the term 
“Contract” under its section 2 (h) as “An agreement enforceable by law”. 

                                                     In other words, we can say that a contract is anything 
that is an agreement and enforceable by the law.

                                             According to Pollack. “Every agreement and promise 
enforceable at law is a contract” 

                                  According to Salmond. “A contract is an agreement creating 
and defining obligation between the parties.

                                 According to Sir William Anson. two or more persons by 
which rights are acquired by one or more to acts or forbearance on the part of 
others” 
CONTRACT ESSENTIALLY CONSISTS OF TWO ELEMENTS.

 Agreement

  It’s Enforceable by law.
AGREEMENT

      According to Section 2(e) of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, "Every promise 
and every set of promises forming the consideration for each other is 
an agreement".
                    Example : A promises to B to sell his Laptop for Rs. 25,000/- and B 
accepts to purchase it for the said amount.

PROMISE:
According to section 2(b) which defines the term “promise” here as: “when the person
to whom the proposal is made signifies his assent thereto, the proposal is said to be 
accepted. Proposal when accepted, becomes a promise”.

i. The definition requires a person to whom a certain proposal is made.

ii. The person (parties) in step one has to be in a position to fully understand all 
the aspects of a proposal.
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iii. “Signifies his assent thereto” – means that the person in point one accepts or 
agrees with the proposal after having fully understood it.

iv. Once the “person” accepts the proposal, the status of the proposal changes to 
“accepted proposal”.

v. “Accepted proposal” becomes a promise. Note that the proposal is not a 
promise. For the proposal to become a promise, it has to be accepted first.

                                   AGREEMENT = OFFER + ACCEPTANCE.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AGREEMENT AND CONTRACT

Difference Points Agreement Contract
Definition with Section Section 2(e) of the Contract 

Act defines agreement as 
“every promise and every set
of promises forming the 
consideration for each 
other”.

Section 2(h) of the 
Contract Act states that 
“an agreement 
enforceable by law is a 
contract”

Meaning When one person offers to 
another to do or not to do 
certain act and the other 
party accepts it, it is an 
agreement.

An agreement which 
creates legal obligations is
a contract

Creation Offer and its acceptance 
form an agreement.

Agreement and its 
enforceability create a 
contract

Object An agreement may not 
create a legal obligation.

A contract necessarily 
creates a legal obligation.

Breach In case of breach of 
agreement, no damages are 
awarded

In case of breach of 
contract, damages are 
always awarded.

Binding Nature Agreement is not a 
concluded or a binding 
contract.

Contract is concluded and
binding on the concerned 
parties

Comparison Every agreement may not be All contracts are 
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a contract. agreements
Formula Proposal + Acceptance = 

Agreemen
Agreement + 
Enforceability = Contract

CONSENSUS AD IDEM
                                               The Essence of an agreement is the meeting of the 
minds of the parties in full and final agreement.
                                        
                                       Example:
                                                      A owns two Horses named Rajhans and 
Hansraj ,is selling horse Rajhans to B .B thinks he is Purchasing horse 
Hansraj .There is no Consensus ad idem and consequently no contract.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF VALID CONTRACT

 Offer and Acceptance

 Intention to create legal relationship

 Lawful Consideration

 Capacity of Parties: 

 Free and Genuine consent:

 Lawful Object: 

 Agreement not declared Void

 Certainty and Possibility of Performance:

 Legal Formalities

OFFER AND ACCEPTANCE: 
                                There must be at least two parties to an agreement, i.e., one
party making the offer and the other party accepting it. The law has prescribed
certain rules for making the offer and its acceptance which must be satisfied while
entering into an agreement. 
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Example:      The  offer  must  be  definite,  may  be  conditional  and  duly
communicated to the other party. Similarly, the acceptance must be unconditional
and communicated to the offeree in the prescribed mode, and so on.

INTENTION TO CREATE LEGAL RELATIONSHIP: 
                              When two parties enter into an agreement, their intention

must be to create a legal relationship between them. If an agreement is not capable
of creating a legal obligation, it is not a contract. In case of social or domestic
agreements, generally there is no intention to create legal relationship. 
 Example:    In  an  invitation  to  dinner  there  is  no  intention  to  create  legal
relationship  and  therefore,  it  is  not  a  contract.  Similarly,  certain  agreements
between husband and wife do not become contracts because there is no intention to
create legal relationship.

LAWFUL CONSIDERATION:
                    An agreement to be enforceable by law must be supported by
consideration. Consideration means an advantage or benefit moving from one party
to the other. It is the essence of a bargain. The agreement is legally enforceable
only when both the parties  give something and get something in return.  The
consideration may be past, present, or future, consideration must be real, i.e., it
must have some value in the eyes of law. However, the consideration need not be
adequate. in simple term” something in return”
 Example:
              Amit sells his horse worth ` 50,000 to Sumit for ` 1,000 only. This is a
valid promise provided the consent of Amit is free.

CAPACITY OF PARTIES: 
                If any party to the contract is not competent to contract, the contract is
not valid. Therefore, the parties to an agreement must be capable of entering into a
contract. Section 11 of the Contract Act which says that every person is competent
to contract 

 Is of the age of majority 
 who is of sound mind, and 
 Is not disqualified from contracting by any law to which he is subject. 

Thus, the flaw in capacity may be due to
 Minority, 
 Lunacy,
 Drunkenness, etc. 
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If  a  party  suffers  from any  of  these  defects  in  capacity,  the  agreement  is  not
enforceable except in some special cases.

FREE AND GENEUINE CONSENT:
                             It is essential to the creation of every contract that there must be
free and genuine consent of the parties to the contract. The consent of the parties is
said to be free when they are of the same mind on all the material terms of the
contract. They must have made the contract of their own free will and not under
any fear or pressure. 
According to Section 14, consent is said to be free when it is not caused by

 coercion, 
 undue influence,
 fraud, 
 misrepresentation, 
 mistake. 

In case the consent is obtained by any of the first four factors, the contract would
be voidable at the option of the aggrieved party. But if the agreement is induced by
mutual mistake which is material to the agreement, it would be void

LAWFUL OBJECT: 
                              Object of an agreement must be lawful. In other words, it means
that the object must not be illegal, immoral or opposed to public policy (Section 
23). An agreement made for any act which is prohibited by law will not be valid.

 Example:    If a person rents out a house for gambling purpose then, the 
agreement is void because the object of the agreement is unlawful.

AGREEMENT NOT DECLARED VOID:
                         The agreement must not have been expressly declared void under
Contract Act. Sections 24 to 30 specify certain types of agreements which have
been  expressly  declared  void.  They  are  agreement  in  restraint  of  marriage,
agreement in restraint of legal proceedings, agreement in restraint of trade, etc. 

Example:        A agreed to pay ` 1,00,000 to B if he (B) does not marry throughout
his life. B promised not to marry at all. This agreement shall not be valid because it
is in restraint of marriage which has been expressly declared void under Section
26.

CERTAINTY AND POSSIBILITY OF PERFORMANCE:
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                                         The agreement must be certain and not vague or
indefinite (Section 29). If it is vague and it is not possible to ascertain its meaning,
it cannot be enforced.
 Example:   1            Anil agreed to sell 200 tonnes of oil to Sunil. Here, it is not
clear what kind of oil is intended to be sold. Therefore, the agreement is not valid
on the ground of uncertainty.

Example2:                X promises to Y that he will run at a speed of 400 km/hour or
that he will  bring stars from the 10 Business Law sky.  All these acts are such
which are impossible of performance and therefore the agreement is not treated as
valid.

 LEGAL FORMALITIES: 
                                                  A contract may be made by words spoken or
written. An oral agreement is as good as a written agreement. But, in some cases
the Act has specified that the agreement must be made in writing.
  Example: A  promise  to  pay  a  time  barred  debt  must  be  in  writing  and  an
agreement  for  a  sale  of  immovable property must  be in  writing and registered
under the Transfer of Property Act, 1882. In such a situation, the agreement must
comply with the necessary formalities as to writing, registration, etc. If these legal
formalities are not carried out then, the contract is not enforceable by law. Thus, all
the above elements must be present in an agreement so that it becomes a valid
contract. If any one of them is missing, the agreement will not be enforceable by
law.

CLASSIFICATION OF CONTRACT
Classification of according to Validity

(1)Voidable Contract
(2)Void Agreement and Void Contract
(3) Illegal Agreement 
(4)Unenforceable Agreement

Classification of Contracts according to Formation
1. Express Contract
2. Implied Contract
3. Quasi – Contract
4. E-Commerce Contract

Classification of Contracts according to Performance
1. Unilateral Contract
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2. Bilateral Contract

Classification of Contracts according to Execution

      1. Executed Contract
2. Executory Contract

Other Contracts
1. Contingent Contract

                     Classification of according to Validity
Voidable Contract

Contracts are defined in section 2(i) of the Act: “An agreement which is enforceable 
by law at the option of one or more of the parties thereto, but not at the option of the 
other or others, is a voidable contract.”

Example:      Suppose a person A agrees to pay a sum of Rs. 10,0000 to a person B
for an antique chair. This contract would be valid, the only problem is that person B
is a minor and can’t legally enter a contract. So this contract is a valid contract from
the point of view of A and a “voidable” contract from the point of view of B. As and
when B becomes a major, he may or may not agree to the terms. Thus this is a
voidable contract.

Void Contract or Agreement

The section 2(j) of the Act defines a void contract as “A contract which ceases to be 
enforceable by law becomes void when it ceases to be enforceable”. This makes all 
those contracts that are not enforceable by a court of law as void.

Example:      A agrees to pay B a sum of Rs 10,000 after 5 years against a loan of 
Rs. 8,000. A dies of natural causes in 4 years. The contract is no longer valid and 
becomes void due to the non-enforceability of the agreed terms.

Illegal Contract

The illegal contracts are deemed as void and not enforceable by law. As section 2(g)
of the Act states: “An agreement not enforceable by law is said to be void.”
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An agreement that leads to one or all the parties breaking a law or not conforming to 
the norms of the society is deemed to be illegal by the court. A contract opposed 
to public policy is also illegal.

 Example:        A agrees to sell narcotics to B. Although this contract has all the 
essential elements of a valid contract, it is still illegal.

Unenforceable Contracts

Unenforceable contracts are rendered unenforceable by law due to some technical. 
The contract can’t be enforced against any of the two parties.

Example:        A agrees to sell to B 100kgs of rice for 10,000/-. But there was a huge
flood in the states and all the rice crops were destroyed. Now, this contract is unenforceable
and cannot be enforced against either party.

Void Contract Voidable Contract

“A contract which ceases to be enforceable 
by law becomes void when it ceases to be 
enforceable”.

“An agreement which is enforceable by law at 
the option of one or more of the parties thereto, 
but not at the option of the other or others, is a 
voidable contract.”

A contract becomes void if either it lacks 
the essential elements, the law changes 
drastically or the terms of the contract 
change such that it is no longer possible to 
enforce the contract in a court of law.

A contract becomes a voidable contract when at 
least one of the parties reserves its consent or 
the consent of one of the parties was not free at 
the time of the formation of the contract.

Void contracts can’t be fulfilled. The validity and enforceability of the voidable 
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contract depend on the choice of the unbound 
party. If the unbound party decides to repudiate 
the contract it becomes void.

This type of contract can’t grant any rights 
or considerations to any of the involved 
parties.

The right to rescind a voidable contract is 
retained by the unbound party.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VOID CONTRACT AND VOIDABLE CONTRACT

     CLASSIFICATION OF CONTRACTS ACCORDING TO 
FORMATION

Express Contract

                                     The terms of the Express Contract are clearly stated either 
orally or in writing. So the main aspect of the Express Contract is that the terms of 
the contract are expressed clearly. 

    Example:           A person A sends a text from his phone to person B, proposing to 
sell their bike for a cost of Rs. 10,000/-. The person B calls the first person and 
agrees to the terms of the promise.

Implied Contracts

                                                  An Implied Contract is one which is inferred from 
the acts or conduct of the parties or course of dealings between them.
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                                         “In so far as such proposal or acceptance is made otherwise
than in words, the promise is said to be implied.”

Example:

 Gets into a public Bus
 Takes a cup of tea in Restaurants
 Obtains a ticket from an automatic weighing machine

Quasi-Contract

They are not contracts in the sense that no agreements are made between any of the 
parties. In fact, there is no contract prior to some court order. 

Example.   A bank mistakenly transfers a large amount of money into your account. 
Now there is no written or oral or any sort of agreement between you and the bank 
but the money doesn’t belong to you.

E- Commerce Contract

                                              When a contract is formed by the use of electronic
devices and means, it is called an electronic contract or an e-contract. The electronic
means and devices may include emails, tests, telephones, digital signatures etc. They
are also known as the Cyber contracts,  the EDI contracts or the Electronic Data
Interchange contracts. The terms of the contract are listed by electronic means or
implied by the actions of the users.

CLASSIFICATION OF CONTRACTS ACCORDING TO
EXECUTION

Executed Contract                 

                                 Executed means that which is done. An Executed contract is one
in which both the parties have performed their respective obligations.
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  Example:        A agrees to paint a picture for B for Rs 100.When A paints the
picture and B pays the price, When both the parties perform their obligations, the
contract is said to be executed.

Executory Contract:          Executory means that which remains to be carried into 
effect. An executory Contract is one which both the parties have yet to perform 
their obligations.

Example:      Alex decides to tutor some students in Physics. They pay her Rs 2500/- 
at the start of the month. But here the contract isn’t executed since Alex has to still 
carry out her promise. So such a contract is an executory contract.

CLASSIFICATION OF CONTRACTS ACCORDING TO 
PERFORMANCE 

Unilateral Contracts

                                   When only one party makes a promise, which is open and 
available to anyone who wishes to or can fulfill the said promise. The contract will 
only be fulfilled once someone fulfils the promise.

Example:                Alex lost his bag pack on the metro. So he decided to announce a
reward of Rs 1000/- to anyone who finds and returns his bag with all its contents. 
Here the is only one party to the contract, namely Alex. If someone finds and returns 
his bag he is obligated to pay the reward. This is a unilateral contract.

Bilateral Contracts

                                  A bilateral contract is one that has two parties. It is a traditional 
type of contract most commonly known and occurring. Here both parties agree to the 
terms of the agreement and thus enter into a contract. Hence it is also known as a 
reciprocal contract.

 Example:               The contract of sale of a house. The buyer pays a down payment 
and agrees to pay the balance at a future date. The seller gives possession of the 
house to the buyer and agrees to deliver the title against the specified sale price. This 
is a bilateral contract.
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Other Contract:

Contingent Contracts

                                  An absolute contract is one where the promisor performs the 
contract without any condition. Contingent contracts, on the other hand, are the ones 
where the promisor performs his obligation only when certain conditions are met.

Example:                Peter is a private insurer and enters into a contract with John for 
fire insurance of John’s house. According to the terms, Peter agrees to pay John an 
amount of Rs 5 lakh if his house is burnt against an annual premium of Rs 5,000. This
is a contingent contract.

                                 CHAPTER II

PROPOSAL OR OFFER

                            According to the Indian Contract Act 1872, proposal is defined 
in Section 2 (a) as “when one person will signify to another person his willingness to 
do or not do something (abstain) with a view to obtain the assent of such person to 
such an act or abstinence, he is said to make a proposal or an offer.”

 Features or Essentials of such an offer:

 The person making the offer/proposal is known as the “promisor” or the 
“offeror”. And the person who may accept such an offer will be the 
“promisee” or the “acceptor”.

 The offeror will have to express his willingness to do or abstain from 
doing an act. Only willingness is not enough. Or simply a desire to 
do/not do something will not constitute an offer.

 An offer can be positive or negative. It can be a promise to do some act, 
and can also be a promise to abstain (not do) some act/service. Both are 
valid offers
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Classification of Offer

                                        There can be many types of offers based on their nature,
timing, intention, etc. Let us take a look at the classifications of offers.

General Offer

                            A general offer is one that is made to the public at large. It is not
made any specified parties. So any member of the public can accept the offer and be
entitled to  the rewards/consideration.  Say for  example  you put  out  a  reward for
solving a puzzle. So if any member of the public can accept the offer and be entitled
to the reward if he finishes the act (solves the puzzle.)

Specific Offer

                               A specific offer, on the other hand, is only made to specific
parties,  and  so  only  they  can  accept  the  said  offer  or  proposal.  They  are  also
sometimes known as special offers. Like for example, A offers to sell his horse to B
for Rs 5000/-. Then only B can accept such an offer because it is specific to him.

Cross Offer

                                  In certain circumstances, two parties can make a cross offer.
This  means both  make  an  identical  offer  to  each  other  at  the  exact  same time.
However, such a cross offer will not amount to acceptance of the offer in either case.

 Example:    Both A and B send letters to each other offering to sell and buy A’s 
horse for Rs 5000/-. This is a cross offer, but it will be considered as acceptable for 
either of them.

Counter Offer

                                     There may be times when a promise will only accept parts of
an offer, and change certain terms of the offer. This will be a qualified acceptance.
He will want changes or modifications in the terms of the original offer. This is
known as a counteroffer. A counteroffer amounts to a rejection of the original offer.

Essentials of a Valid Offer
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1] Offer must create Legal Relations

                                   The offer must lead to a contract that creates legal relations
and legal consequences in case of non-performance. So a social contract which does
not  create  legal  relations  will  not  be  a  valid  offer.  Say  for  example a  dinner
invitation extended by A to B is not a valid offer.

2] Offer must be clear, not vague

                                     The terms of the offer or proposal should be very clear and
definite. If the terms are vague or unclear, it will not amount to a valid offer. Take for
example the following offer – A offers to sell B fruits worth Rs 5000/-. This is not a
valid offer since what kinds of fruits or their specific quantities are not mentioned.

3] Offer must be communicated to the Offered

                                      For a proposal to be completed it must be
clearly communicated to the offeree.  No offeree can accept  the proposal  without
knowledge of the offer. The famous case study regarding this is Lalman Shukla v.
Gauri Dutt. It makes clear that acceptance in ignorance of the proposal does not
amount to acceptance.

4] Offer may be Conditional

                                  While acceptance cannot be conditional, an offer might be
conditional. The offeror can make the offer subject to any terms or conditions he
deems necessary. So A can offer to sell goods to B if he makes half the payment in
advance. Now B can accept these conditions or make a counteroffer.

5] Offer cannot contain a Negative Condition

                                      The non-compliance of any terms of the offer cannot lead to
automatic  acceptance  of  the offer.  Hence it  cannot  say  that  if  acceptance  is  not
communicated by a certain time it will be considered as accepted. Example: A offers
to sell  his cow to B for 5000/-. If the offer is not rejected by Monday it will be
considered as accepted. This is not a valid offer.
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6] Offer can be Specific or General

                            As we saw earlier the offer can be to one or more specific parties.
Or the offer could be to the public in general.

7] Offer may be Expressed or Implied

                                     The offeror can make an offer through words or even by his
conduct.  An offer  which is  made via  words,  whether  such words are  written or
spoken (oral contract) we call it an express contract. And when an offer is made
through the conduct and the actions of the offeror it is an implied contract.

                                         CHAPTER III

       ACCEPTANCE

                                                The  Indian Contract Act 1872 defines acceptance in
Section 2 (b) as “When the person to whom the proposal has been made signifies his
assent thereto, the offer is said to be accepted. Thus the proposal when accepted
becomes a promise.”

                                     when the offeree to whom the  proposal is made,
unconditionally accepts the offer it will amount to acceptance. After such an offer is
accepted the offer becomes a promise.

Example :                  A offers to buy B’s car for rupees two lacs and B accepts such
an offer. Now, this has become a promise.

                                     When the proposal is accepted and it becomes a proposal it
also becomes irrevocable. An offer does not create any legal obligations, but after the
offer  is  accepted it  becomes a promise.  And a promise is irrevocable because it
creates  legal  obligations  between  parties.  An  offer  can  be  revoked  before  it  is
accepted. But once acceptance is communicated it cannot be revoked or withdrawn.

RULES REGARDING VALID ACCEPTANCE

1) Acceptance can only be given to whom the offer was made
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                                                   In the case of a specific proposal or offer, it can only
be accepted by the person it was made to. No third person without the knowledge of
the offeree can accept the offer.

 Example: of  the  case  study  of  Boulton  v.  Jones.  Boulton  bought
Brocklehurst’s business but Brocklehurst did not inform all his creditors about the
same. Jones, a creditor of Brocklehurst placed an order with him. Boulton accepted
and  supplied  the  goods.  Jones  refused  to  pay since  he  had debts  to  settle  with
Brocklehurst. It was held that since the offer was never made to Boulton, he cannot
accept the offer and there is no contract.

When the proposal is a general offer, then anyone with knowledge of the offer can
accept it

2] It has to be absolute and unqualified

                                              Acceptance must be unconditional and absolute. There
cannot  be  conditional  acceptance,  that  would  amount  to  a  counteroffer  which
nullifies the original offer. Let us see an example. A offers to sell his cycle to B for
2000/-. B says he accepts if A will sell it for 1500/-. This does not amount to the offer
being accepted, it will count as a counteroffer.

                                               Also, it must be expressed in a prescribed manner. If no
such prescribed manner is described then it must be expressed in the normal and
reasonable manner, i.e. as it  would be in the normal course of business.  Implied
acceptance can also be given through some conduct, act, etc.

                                           However, the  law does not allow silence to be a form of
acceptance.  So the offeror  cannot say if  no answer is received the offer  will  be
deemed as accepted.

3] Acceptance must be communicated

                                            For a proposal to become a contract, the acceptance of
such a proposal must be communicated to the promisor. The communication must
occur in the prescribed form, or any such form in the normal course of business if no
specific form has been prescribed.
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                                             Further, when the offeree accepts the proposal, he must
have known that an offer was made. He cannot communicate acceptance without
knowledge of the offer.

                                           So when A offers to supply B with goods, and B is
agreeable to all the terms. He writes a letter to accept the offer but forgets to post
the letter. So since the acceptance is not communicated, it is not valid. 

4] It must be in the prescribed mode

                                   Acceptance of the offer must be in the prescribed manner that
is demanded by  the  offeror.  If  no  such  manner  is  prescribed,  it  must  be  in  a
reasonable manner that would be employed in the normal course of business.

                                 But if the offeror does not insist on the manner after the offer has
been accepted in another manner,  it  will  be presumed he has consented to such
acceptance.

                             So A offers to sell his farm to B for ten lakhs. He asks B to
communicate his answer via post. B e-mails A accepting his offer. Now A can ask B
to send the answer through the prescribed manner. But if A fails to do so, it means he
has accepted the acceptance of B and a promise is made.

5] Implied Acceptance

                             Section 8 of the Indian Contract Act 1872, provides that acceptance
by conduct or actions of the promisee is acceptable. So if a person performs certain
actions that communicate that he has accepted the offer, such implied acceptance is
permissible. So if A agrees to buy from B 100 bales of hay for 1000/- and B sends
over the goods, his actions will imply he has accepted the offer.

6) It must show an intention on the part of the acceptor to fulfill terms of the promise.

7) It must be given by the Parties to whom the offer is made.

8) It must be given before the offer lapses or before the offer is withdrawn.
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9) It cannot be implied from silience.

CHAPTER IV

CONSIDERATION

                          According to Section 2(d) of the Indian  Contract Act, 1872,
consideration is “When at  the desire of the promisor,  the promisee or any other
person has done or abstained from doing, or does or abstains from doing, or promises
to  do  or  abstain  from  doing  something,  such  act  or  abstinence  is  called  a
consideration for the promisee.”

Example:       Peter and John enter into a contract where Peter promises to deliver 15
curtains to John in one month’s time. Also, John promises to pay Peter an amount of
Rs 3,000 on delivery. In this contract, John’s promise to pay Rs 3,000, on delivery, is
the consideration for Peter’s promise. Also, Peter’s promise of delivering 15 curtains
is the consideration of John’s promise to pay

LEGAL RULES REGARDING CONSIDERATION:

Every contract must be supported by consideration:     
                                                      No valid contract can arise without consideration.
According to Salmond A promise without consideration is a gift; one made with
consideration is a bargain. Except for certain exceptions provided in Section 25 of
the Indian Contract Act, the rule is, no consideration, no contract.

Consideration must move at the desire of the promisor: 
                                                   An act shall not be a valid consideration for the
promise unless it is done at the desire of the promisor. So the act or abstinence
must  be  done or  promised  to  be  done at  the  desire  of  the  promisor.  It  is  not
necessary that the promisor himself should be benefited by his act, but his desire is
essential. 
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Example:             D, on the order of the Collector of a district, built at his own
expense  certain  shops  in  a  bazar.  The  shops  were  occupied  by  different
shopkeepers who promised to pay D a commission on articles sold. In a suit filed
by D to recover the commission it was held. that the promise was not supported by
consideration since the market was not constructed at the desire of the shopkeeper
but the District Collector.

Consideration may move either from the promisee or any other person:
                                     It is not necessary_that the consideration must move from
the promisee. As long as there is a consideration, it is not important who has given
it. Therefore, a stranger to consideration can sue on a contract provided he is not a
stranger to contract.

Consideration may be past, present or future:
                                              Where the promisor has received consideration before
the  date  of  the  promise,  it  is  past  consideration.  When  the  promisor  receives
consideration simultaneously with his promise, it is present consideration. Where
the promisor has to receive consideration in future for  his promise,  it  is  future
consideration.

Consideration need not be adequate:
                                                      Section 25 clearly provides that an agreement to
which the consent of the promisor is freely given is not void merely because the
consideration is inadequate. This means that consideration need not be adequate to
the promise.

Consideration may be an act or abstinence or promise: 
                                                        Consideration may be a promise to do
something or not to do something. So it may be either positive or negative.

Consideration must be lawful:
                                                   According to Section 10, all agreements are
contracts if they are made for a lawful consideration’. So consideration should be
lawful,  otherwise  the  agreement  is  void.  Every  agreement  of  which  the
consideration is unlawful is void, Section 23. It means that an agreement must be
supported  by  lawful  consideration. Section  23  also  gives  certain  instances  of
unlawful consideration. It means that should not:Be forbidden by law,
 Defect any provision of any law.
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CHAPTER V

CAPACITY TO CONTRACT

According to Section 11, “Every person is competent to contract who is of the age of
majority according to the law to which he is subject, and who is of sound mind and is
not disqualified from contracting by any law to which he is subject.”

Three main aspects:

1. Attaining the age of majority

2. Being of sound mind

3. Not disqualified from entering into a contract by any law that he is subject to

1] Attaining the Age of Majority

                                        According to the Indian Majority Act, 1875, the age of
majority in India is defined as 18 years. For the purpose of entering into a contract,
even a  day less  than this  age  disqualifies  the person from being a  party to  the
contract. Any person, domiciled in India, who has not attained the age of 18 years, is
termed as a minor.

2] Person of Sound Mind

                     According to Section 12 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, for the
purpose of entering into a contract, a person is said to be of sound mind if he is
capable of understanding the contract and being able to assess its effects upon his
interests.

                        It is important to note that a person who is usually of an unsound
mind, but occasionally of a sound mind, can enter a contract when he is of sound
mind. No person can enter a contract when he is of unsound mind, even if he is so
temporarily. A contract made by a person of an unsound mind is void.

Contract of persons of unsound mind
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 Lunatics             A lunatic is a person who is mentally deranged due to
some mental strain or other personal experience.

 Idiots     An Idiot is  a person who has completely lost  his mental
powers. He does not exhibit understanding of even ordinary matters.

 Drunken or intoxicated persons:     A drunken or intoxicated person
suffers from temporary incapacity to contract. at the time when he is so
drunk or intoxicated that he is incapable of forming a rational judgment

3] Disqualified Persons

                                     Apart from minors and people with unsound minds, there are
other  people  who cannot  enter  into  a  contract.  I.e.  do  not  have  the  capacity  to
contract. The reasons for disqualification can include political status, legal status, etc.
Some such persons are foreign sovereigns and ambassadors, alien enemy, convicts,
insolvents, etc

MINOR

                    A person who has not attained the age of majority is a minor. Section
3  of  the  Indian  Majority  Act  1875,  says  that  minor  is  a  person  who  has  not
completed the age of 18 years. The Minority extends to 21 years if a guardian of a
minor's  person or  property is appointed.  In England, the age of  Majority is  18
years.                           

 MINOR AGREEMENT

                                                     Indian Contract Act 1872 No ratification
an agreement with  the minor is  completely  void.  A minor cannot  ratify
the agreement even  on  attaining  majority,  because  a  void agreement cannot  be
ratified.  ...  There  is  no  restriction  on  a minor from  being  a  beneficiary,  for
example, being a payee or a promisee in a contract.

 Estoppel:    If a minor makes a false representation about his age and    
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Contracts, he shall not be liable for his act.

 Liability:    No liability in tort arising out of contract, but he is liable for the
tort.

           Restitution: A minor need not return or restitute the benefits received under

           Ratification:  Ratification means subsequent sanction. A minor's agreement
is void and being nullity has no existence in the eye of the law and therefore it 
cannot be ratified, it cannot support a fresh promise by the infant after attainment 
of majority.

          Performance: Minor cannot be sued for specific performance.

 He cannot enter into a contract of partnership
 He cannot be adjusted insolvent.
 He is liable for Necessaries.
 He can be an Agent.
 His parents /guardian are /is not liable for the contract entered onto by him.

                                          CHAPTER VI
FREE CONSENT

                           Free Consent. According to Section 13, " two or more 
persons are said to be in consent when they agree upon the same thing in the
same sense (Consensus-ad-idem). 
According to Section 14, Consent is said to be free when it is not caused by 
coercion or undue influence or fraud or misrepresentation or mistake.

 Coercion. Sec 15
 Fraud. Sec 17
 Misrepresentation. Sec 18
 Undue Influence.Sec 16
 Mistake.Sec 20, 21 and 22.
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COERCION (Section 15)

Coercion means using force to compel a person to enter into a contract. So force or
threats are used to obtain the consent of the party under coercion, i.e it is not free
consent. Section 15 of the Act describes coercion as

 committing or threatening to commit any act forbidden by the law in the IPC

 unlawfully detaining or threatening to detain any property with the intention
of causing any person to enter into a contract

 Example:       A threatens to hurt B if he does not sell his house to A for 5 lakh
rupees. Here even if B sells the house to A, it will not be a valid contract since B’s
consent was obtained by coercion.

 UNDUE INFLUENCE 

the definition of undue influence. It states that when the relations between the
two parties are such that one party is in a position to dominate the other party,
and uses such influence to obtain an unfair advantage of the other party it will
be undue influence. (Section 16)

Section 16 of the Act contains

The section also 

 with the other person

 He makes a contract with a person whose mental capacity is affected by age,
illness or distress. The unsoundness of mind can be temporary or permanent

 Example :   A sold his gold  watch for only Rs 500/- to his teacher B after his
teacher promised him good grades. Here the further describes how the person can
abuse his authority in the following two ways,
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                       When a person holds real or even apparent authority over the other
person. Or if he is in a fiduciary relationship consent of A (adult) is not freely given,
he was under the influence of his teacher.

                        Now undue influence to be evident the dominant party must have the
objective to take advantage of the other party. If influence is wielded to benefit the
other party it will not be undue influence. But if consent is not free due to undue
influence, the contract becomes voidable at the option of the aggravated party. And
the burden of proof will be on the dominant party to prove the absence of influence.

       DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COERCION AND UNDUE INFLENCE

BASIS FOR 
COMPARISON

COERCION UNDUE INFLUENCE

Meaning Coercion is an act of threatening
which involves the use of 
physical force.

Undue Influence is an 
act of influencing the 
will of the other party.

Sections It is governed by Section 15 of 
the Indian Contract Act, 1872.

It is governed by 
Section 16 of the 
Indian Contract Act, 
1872.

Use of Psychological pressure or 
Physical force

Psychological pressure
or Physical force

Purpose To compel a person in such a 
way that he enters into a 
contract with the other party.

To take unfair 
advantage of his 
position.

Relationship The relationship between 
parties is not necessary.

The act of undue 
influence is done only 
when the parties to the
contract are in 
relationship. Like 
teacher - student, 
doctor - patient etc.

MISREPRESENTATION (SECTION 18)
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                                               Misrepresentation is also when a party makes a
representation  that  is  false,  inaccurate,  incorrect,  etc.  The  difference  here  is  the
misrepresentation is innocent, i.e. not intentional. The party making the statement
believes it to be true. Misrepresentation can be of three types

 A person makes a positive assertion believing it to be true
 Any breach  of  duty  gives  the  person  committing  it  an  advantage  by

misleading  another.  But  the  breach  of  duty  is  without  any  intent  to
deceive

 When one  party  causes  the  other  party  to  make  a  mistake  as  to  the
subject matter of  the  contract.  But  this  is  done  innocently  and  not
intentionally.

                                        FRAUD

                                            Fraud  means deceit by one of the parties, i.e. when one of
the parties deliberately makes false statements. So the misrepresentation is done with
full knowledge that it is not true, or recklessly without checking for the trueness, this
is said to be fraudulent. It absolutely impairs free consent.

According to Section 17,   a fraud is when a party convinces another to enter into an
agreement by making statements that are

 suggesting a fact that is not true, and he does not believe it to be true

 the active concealment of facts

 a promise made without any intention of performing it

 any other such act fitted to deceive

Example:         A bought a horse from B. B claims the horse can be used on the
farm. Turns out the horse are lame and A cannot use him on his farm. Here B
knowingly deceived A and this will amount to fraud.

                                  One factor to consider is that the aggravated party should suffer
from some actual loss due to the fraud. There is no fraud without damages. Also, the
false statement must be a fact, not an opinion. In the above example if B had said his
horse is better than C’s this would be an opinion, not a fact.
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF FRAUD:

 There must be a representative or assertion and it must be false.

                    The person making the representation should not believe
it to be true; otherwise he/she will not be guilty of fraud. Moreover,
to constitute fraud, the false representation must have been made
willfully or intentionally

 Example:     X, intending to deceive Y, informs him that his estate
is free from encumbrance. Y thereupon buys the estate. The estate
is, however, subject to mortgage. The contract is induced by fraud. 

 The Representation must relate to a material fact which
exists now or existed in the past

       Example: A sells some spoons to B and makes the following
statements

 The Spoons are as good as that of X This is a statement of Opinion

 The  Spoons  have  as  much  silver  in  them  as  that  of  X.  This  is  a
statement of fact.

 The Spoons are the best available in the market for the price. This is a
puffing Statement.

 The  Representation  must  have  been  made  before  the  Conclusion  of  the
Contract with the intention of inducing the other party to act upon it.

 The Representation or Statement must have been made with a knowledge of
its falsity or without belief in its truth or recklessly ,not caring whether it is
true or false.
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 The other party must  have been induced to act  upon the representation or
assertion.

 The other party must have relied upon the representation and must have been
deceived. 

   The representation made with the intention to deceive must
actually  deceive.  The  party,  induced  by  fraudulent  statement,
must have relied on it to accord its consent. .

Example:                  A had defective cannon. With a view to
conceal  the  defect,  he  put  a  metal  plug  on  it.  B  without
examining it  bought  it.  The  cannon burst  when used by B.  B
refused to pay the price and accused A of fraud. It was held that
B was bound to pay because he was not actually deceived, as he
would have bought the cannon even if the deceptive plug had not
been inserted.

          DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FRAUD AND   MISREPRESENTATION

DIFFERENCE MISREPRESENTATIO
N

FRAUD

Intention There is a mis-statement or
concealment of material 
factor facts essential to the 
contract without any 
intention to deceive the 
other party.

The intention is to 
deceive the other party.

Belief The person making the 
suggestion believes it to be
true.

He does not believe it to 
be true.

Rescission and Damages The aggrieved  party can 
rescind the contract or sue 
for restitution

The remedy available to 
the aggrieved party is not 
limited to rescission 
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alone. he can also claim 
damages. 

Discovery The aggrieved party cannot
avoid the contract if it had 
the means to discover the 
truth with ordinary 
diligence.

Where  there is active 
concealment ,the contract
is voidable even though 
the aggrieved party had 
the means of discovering 
the truth with ordinary 
diligence.

                                                    MISTAKE
MEANING:    

                     A mistake is an erroneous belief that is innocent in nature. It leads to a
misunderstanding between the two parties. Now when talking about a mistake, the
law identifies 

two types of mistakes, namely

i. A Mistake of Law

ii. A Mistake of Fact
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                                      This mistake may relate to the mistake of the Indian laws, or
it can be a mistake of foreign laws. If the mistake is regarding Indian laws, the rule is
that the ignorance of the law is not a good enough excuse. This means either party
cannot simply claim it was unaware of the law.

                                     The Contract Act says that no party shall be allowed to claim
any relief on the grounds of ignorance of Indian law. This will also include a wrong
interpretation of any legal provisions.

                                    However, ignorance of a  foreign law is not given a similar
treatment. Ignorance of the foreign law is given some leeway, the parties are not
expected to know foreign legal provisions and their meaning. So a mistake of foreign
law is in fact treated as a mistake of fact under the Indian Contract Act.

Mistake of Fact

 Then there is the other type of mistake, a mistake of fact. This is when both the
parties misunderstand each other leaving them at a crossroads. Such a mistake
can be because of an error in understanding, or ignorance or omission etc. But
a mistake is never intentional, it is an innocent overlooking. These mistakes 
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  unilateral

 bilateral.

Bilateral Mistake

                                 When both  parties of a contract are under a mistake of fact
essential to the agreement, such a mistake is what we call a bilateral mistake. Here
both the parties have not consented to the same thing in the same sense, which is the
definition of consent. Since there is an absence of consent altogether the agreement is
void.

However, to render an agreement void the mistake of fact should be about some
essential  fact  that  is  of  importance in  a contract.  So if  the mistake  is  about  the
existence of the subject matter or its title, quality, quantity price etc then it would be
a  void  contract.  But  if  the  mistake  is  of  something  inconsequential,  then  the
agreement is not void and the contract will remain in place.

 Example:             A agrees to sell to B his buffalo. But at the time of the agreement,
the buffalo had already died. Neither A nor B was aware of this. And so there is no
contract at all, i.e. the contract is void due to a mistake of fact.

Unilateral Mistake

                                        A unilateral mistake is when only one party to the contract is
under a mistake. In such a case the contract will not be void. So the Section 22 of the
Act states that just because one party was under a mistake of fact the contract will not
be void or voidable. So if only one party has made a mistake of fact the contract
remains a valid contract.

                       However, there are some exceptions to this. In certain conditions, even
a unilateral mistake of fact can lead to a void or voidable agreement. Let’s see a few
of these exceptions via some examples and case studies.

1. When Unilateral Mistake is as to the Nature of the Contract: In such a case
the contract can be held as void. Let us see the example of Dularia Devi v.
Janardan Singh. Here an illiterate woman put her thumb impression on two
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documents thinking they were the same. She thought the document was to gift
some property to her daughters. But the other document was a Sale deed to
defraud the women out of more of her property. This contract was held void by
the courts

2. When the Mistake is regarding the Quality of the Promise: There was an
auction being held by A to sell hemp and tow. B thinking the auction was only
for hemp, mistakenly bid for a tow. The amount bid was on par for hemp but
very high for a tow. Hence the contract was held as voidable.

3. Mistake of the Identity of the Person contracted with: For example, when A
wants to enter into a contract with B but mistakenly enters into a contract with
C believing him to be B.

CHAPTER VII

LEGALITY OF OBJECT

Lawful Consideration and Lawful Object

                                                         Section 23 of the Indian Contract Act clearly
states  that  the consideration and/or  object  of  a  contract  are  considered  lawful
consideration and/or object unless they are

 specifically forbidden by law

 of such a nature that they would defeat the purpose of the law

 are fraudulent

 involve injury to any other person or property

 the courts regard them as immoral

 are opposed to public policy.

So lawful consideration and/or lawful object cannot contain any of the above. Let us 
take a more in detail look at each of them.
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1] Forbidden by Law

                                    When the object of a contract or the consideration of a contract
is prohibited by law, then they are not lawful consideration or object anymore. They
then become unlawful in nature. And so such a contract cannot be valid anymore.

                                 Unlawful consideration of object includes acts that are
specifically  punishable  by the  law.  This  also  includes  those  that  the  appropriate
authorities  prohibit  via  rules  and  regulations.  But  if  the  rules  made  by  such
authorities are not in tandem with the law than these will not apply.

 Example:       A received a license from the Forest Department to cut the grass of a 
certain area. The authorities at the department told him he cannot pass on such 
interest to another person. But the Forest Act has no such statute. So A sold his 
interest to B and the contract was held as valid.

2] Consideration or Object Defeats the Provision of the Law

                                               The contract is trying to defeat the intention of the law.
If the courts find that the real intention of the parties to the agreement is to defeat
the provisions of the law, it will put aside the said contract. Say for example  A and B
enter into an agreement, where A is the debtor, that B will not plead limitation. This,
however, is done to defeat the intention of the Limitation Act, and so the courts can
rule the contract as void due to unlawful object.

3] Fraudulent Consideration or Object

                                             Lawful consideration or object can never be fraudulent.
Agreements entered into containing unlawful fraudulent consideration or object are
void by nature. Say for example A decides to sell goods to B and smuggle them
outside the country. This is a fraudulent transaction as so it is void. Now B cannot
recover the money under the law if A does not deliver on his promise.
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4] Defeats any Rules in Effect

                                            If the consideration or the object is against any rules in
effect in the country for the time being, then they will not be lawful consideration or
objects. And so the contract thus formed will not be valid.

5] When they involve Injury to another Person or Property

                                           In legal terms, an injury means to a criminal and harmful
wrong done to another person. So if the object or the consideration of the contract
does harm to another person or property, this will amount to unlawful consideration.
Say for example a contract to publish a book that is a violation of another person’s
copyright would be void. This is  because the consideration here is unlawful and
injures another person’s property, i.e. his copyright.

6] When Consideration is Immoral

                                        If the object or the consideration are regarded by the court as
immoral, then such object and consideration are immoral. Say for example A lent
money to B to obtain a divorce from her husband C. It was agreed once B obtains the
divorce  A  would  marry  her.  But  the  court  passed  the judgement that  A  cannot
recover  money  from  B  since  the  contract  is  void  on account of  unlawful
consideration.

7] Consideration is Opposed to Public Policy

                                           For the good of the community, we restrict certain
contracts in the name of public policy. But we do not use public policy in a wide
sense in this matter. If that was the case it would curtail individual freedom of people
to enter into contracts. So for the purpose of lawful consideration and object public
policy is used in a limited scope. We only focus on public policy under the law.

OPPOSED TO PUBLIC POLICY,

 Trading with the Enemy: Entering into an agreement with a person from a 
country with whom India is at war, void be a void agreement. For example, a 
trader entering into a contract with a Pakistani national during the Kargil war.
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 Stifling Prosecution: This is a pervasion of the natural course of law, and 
such contracts are void. For example, A agrees to sell land to B if he does not
participate in the criminal proceedings against him.

 Maintainance and Champerty: Maintainance agreement is when a person 
promises to maintain a suit in which he has no real interest. And champerty is
when a person agrees to assist another party in litigation for a portion of the 
damages or proceeds.

 An Agreement to Traffic in Public Offices

 Agreements to create Monopolies

 An agreement to brokerage marriage for rewards

 Interfering with the Courts: An agreement whose object is to induce 
a judicial or state officials to act corruptly and interfere with legal 
proceedings
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